
Inverse Scattering in Near-field Optics

Gang Bao

Department of Mathematics, Michigan State University, USA

Email:bao@math.msu.edu

Abstract

A regularized continuation method is developed for

a two-dimensional inverse medium scattering problem

in near-field optics, which reconstructs the scatterer of

an inhomogeneous medium deposited on a homogeneous

substrate from data accessible through photon scanning

tunneling microscopy (PSTM) experiments. In addi-

tion to the ill-posedness of inverse scattering problems,

two difficulties arise because of the layered background

medium and limited aperture data. Numerical experi-

ments are included to illustrate the robust behavior of

the method. Related topics will also be discussed. This

is a joint work with Peijun Li of University of Michigan.
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Equivalence of Half-Quadratic Minimization

and the Relaxed Fixed Point Iteration

Raymond H. Chan

Department of Mathematics, the Chinese University of Hong Kong

Shatin, NT, Hong Kong.

Email:rchan@math.cuhk.edu.hk

Abstract

In this talk, we focus on the minimization of regular-

ized objective functions using the popular half-quadratic

approach introduced by Geman and Reynolds in 1992.

We show that whenever applicable, this approach is

equivalent to the very classical gradient linearization ap-

proach, known also as the fixed point iteration.
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Are New Energy Sources Within Reach?

Zhangxin Chen

Center for Scientific Computation, Southern Methodist University, USA

Email:zchen@mail.smu.edu

Abstract

The world needs enormous new crude oil reserves.

During the next several decades, there is not and there

will not be an economical, abundant substitute for crude

oil in the economies of industrial countries, even with

the price of a barrel of oil over US$60. Maintaining the

supply needed to support these economies and enable

them to grow means that significant additional crude

reserves must be developed. The conventional (light

and medium) oil resources discovered up to the end of

2002 will last at most 40 years at 2002’s production

rate. Thus additional development will be primarily in

the form of the sole alternative: heavy crudes.

While the vast heavy and ultraheavy oil fields will

dominate the world’s oil production in the next sev-

eral decades, many of the heaviest hydrocarbons are

waiting for new technologies that will transform them

into economically feasible projects. A mathematically

and numerically based understanding of the production
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mechanisms for these reserves is urgently required. In

this talk the speaker will present an overview on the

current problems and the state-of-the-art techniques on

the development of laboratory experiments, mathemat-

ical modeling, and numerical methods, and computer

simulations for heavy oil reservoirs.
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An Adaptive Perfectly Matched Layer

Technique for 3-D Time-Harmonic

Electromagnetic Scattering Problems

Zhiming Chen

Institute of Computational Mathematics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Email:zmchen@lsec.cc.ac.cn

Abstract

We develop an adaptive perfectly matched layer (PML)

technique for solving the time harmonic electromagnetic

scattering problems. The PML parameters such as the

thickness of the layer and the fictitious medium prop-

erty are determined through sharp a posteriori error

estimates. Combined with the adaptive finite element

method, the adaptive PML technique provides a com-

plete numerical strategy to solve the scattering problem

in the framework of FEM which produces automatically

coarse mesh size away from the fixed domain and thus

makes the total computational costs insensitive to the

thickness of the PML absorbing layer. Numerical ex-

periments are included to illustrate the competitive be-

havior of the proposed adaptive method. This is a joint

work with Chen Junqing.
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Numerical Approximations of a Phase Field

Bending Elasticity Model of Vesicle

Membranes

Qiang Du

Department of Mathematics, Penn State University, USA

Email:qdu@math.psu.edu

Abstract

In this talk, we discuss recent works on the numerical

approximations of a phase field bending elasticity model

of vesicle membranes. We focus on the use of mixed

finite element methods and present some convergence

analysis. Recent results on adaptive FEM based on a

posterior error estimates are also presented. The effec-

tiveness of the numerical simulations is illustrated via

examples related to the biological and mechanical stud-

ies of vesicle membranes. References can be found in

http://www.math.psu.edu/qdu/Res/Pic/gallery5.html.
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Some Thoughts about the Curriculum in

Computational Mathematics

Weinan E

Department of Mathematics and Program in Applied and Computational

Mathematics, Princeton University, USA

Email:weinan@princeton.edu

Abstract

In recent years, I have been working with some friends

on building a better undergraduate and graduate cur-

riculum in computational and applied mathematics, both

at Princeton University and Peking University. I will

discuss what we have learned during this process, and

what more needs to be done.
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Dynamic Generation and Depletion of Small

Scales for 3D Incompressible Flows

Thomas Y. Hou

Applied Mathematics 217-50, California Institute of Technology, USA

Email:hou@ama.caltech.edu

Abstract

Whether the 3D incompressible Euler equation can

develop a finite time singularity from smooth initial data

has been an outstanding open problem. Here we review

some existing computational and theoretical work on

possible finite blow-up of the 3D Euler equation. We

show that there is a sharp relationship between the ge-

ometric properties of the vortex filament and the maxi-

mum vortex stretching. By exploring this local geomet-

ric property of the vorticity field, we have obtained a

global existence of the 3D incompressible Euler equa-

tions under some localized conditions on the velocity

and the unit vorticity vector field. Further, we perform

large scale computations of the 3D Euler equations to

re-examine the alleged finite-time blowup of the two an-

tiparallel vortex tubes, which has been considered as

one of the most attractive candidates for a finite-time
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blowup of the 3D Euler equations. Our numerical stud-

ies indicate that the maximum vorticity does not grow

faster than double exponential in time. The local geo-

metric regularity of vortex lines seems to be responsible

for the dynamic depletion of vortex stretching. Finally,

we will present a new class of solutions for the 3D Euler

and Navier-Stokes equations, which exhibit very inter-

esting dynamic growth property but have global exis-

tence for all times.
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Superconvergence and Adaptivity

Yunqing Huang

Mathematics Department, Xiangtan University, China

Email:Huangyq@xtu.edu.cn

Abstract

In this talk we shall provide an adaptive finite el-

ement method based on the superconvergence on the

very general meshes. These meshes can be generated

by most popular mesh generators. Our numerical tests

show the efficiency of the algorithms. Especially we ob-

served some superconvergence phenomena at nodes for

linear elements solutions which is suprising since the

function aprroxiamation is known to be no supercon-

vergence for linear elements from the point of view of

nagative norm error estimates.
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A Semiclassical Transport Model for Thin

Quantum Barrier

Shi Jin

Mathematics Department, University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA

Email:jin@math.wisc.edu

Abstract

We present a time-dependent semiclassical transport

model for mixed state scattering with thin quantum

barriers. The idea is to use a multiscale approach to

connect regions for which a classical description of the

system dynamics is valid across regions for which the

classical description fails, such as when the gradient of

the potential is undefined. We do this by first solving a

stationary Schrodinger equation in the quantum region

to obtain the scattering coefficients. These coefficients

allow us to build the interface condition to the parti-

cle flux, as done in the Hamiltonian-preserving schemes

of Jin and Wen for classical barriers, that bridges the

quantum region, connecting two classical regions. Away

from the barrier, the problem may be solved by tradi-

tional numerical methods. The overall numerical cost is

roughly the same as solving a classical barrier.
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A Coupling System of Elliptic Boundary Value

Problem and Navier-Stokes Equations for the

Geometry Design of Blades Surface

Kaitai Li

School of Sciences, Xi’an Jiaotong University, China

Email:ktli@mail.xjtu.edu.cn

Abstract

We present a time-dependent semiclassical transport

model for mixed state scattering with thin quantum

barriers. The idea is to use a multiscale approach to

connect regions for which a classical description of the

system dynamics is valid across regions for which the

classical description fails, such as when the gradient of

the potential is undefined. We do this by first solving a

stationary Schrodinger equation in the quantum region

to obtain the scattering coefficients. These coefficients

allow us to build the interface condition to the parti-

cle flux, as done in the Hamiltonian-preserving schemes

of Jin and Wen for classical barriers, that bridges the

quantum region, connecting two classical regions. Away

from the barrier, the problem may be solved by tradi-

tional numerical methods. The overall numerical cost is

roughly the same as solving a classical barrier.
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Superconvergence in FE Approximation of

Optimal Control

Wenbin Liu

CBS & IMS, University of Kent, UK

Email:W.B.Liu@kent.ac.uk

Abstract

In this talk, we review some superconvergence results

in finite element approximation of contrained optimal

control. There seem two classes of superconvergence

convergence results in FE approximation of optimal con-

trol. One is associated with the standard FE super-

convergence and thus has the usual restrictions meshes

used. The other is quite unique in optimal control and

has no restrictions on meshes at all.
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Extrapolations for Solving the Weakly

Singular Volterra Integral Equations

Tao Lu

Department of Mathematics, Sichuan Univ., China

Email:lutao@public.cd.sc.cn

Abstract

Based on a new generalization of discrete Gronwall

inequality and Navet’s quadrature rule of computing in-

tegrals with the end point singularity , a new quadrature

method for solving nonlinear weakly singular Volterra

integral equations of the second kind is presented . The

convergence of the approximation solution and the asymp-

totic expansion of the error are proved, so by means of

the extrapolation technique we not only obtain a higher

accuracy order of the approximation but also a posteri-

ori estimate of the error are got.
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High Order Accurate Anti-diffusive WENO

Methods and Application to Shallow Water

with Transport of Pollutant

Chi-Wang Shu

Division of Applied Mathematics, Chinese Brown University, USA

Email:shu@dam.brown.edu

Abstract

In this talk, we first describe a recently developed

technique to sharpen contact discontinuities for high

order finite difference WENO schemes solving multi-

dimensional hyperbolic conservation laws and Hamilton-

Jacobi equations. The objective is to obtain sharp res-

olution for contact discontinuities, close to the quality

of discrete traveling waves which do not smear progres-

sively for longer time, while maintaining high order ac-

curacy in smooth regions and non-oscillatory property

for discontinuities. We then describe an application of

this technique to the simulation of shallow water equa-

tions with the transport of pollutant. This is a joint

work with Zhengfu Xu of Penn State University.
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On Finite Element Methods over 2-D Hexagon

and 3-D Dodecahedron Partitions

Jiachang Sun

Institute of Software, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Email:sun@mail.rdcps.ac.cn

Abstract

FEM can deal with meshes consisting of arbitrary tri-

angles or quadrilaterals elements in 2-D case and tetra-

hedra or hexahedra in 3-D. While as is well-known, some

special 2-D hexagons and 3-D dodecahedrons partitions

extensively exist in the nature as well as in many ap-

plication fields, such as in material science and crystal

structure. As an example, a rational hexagonal element

has been proposed in nuclear engineering.

In this talk, we investigate how to construct finite

elements over three direction mesh (hexagon partition)

in 2-D and four direction mesh (dodecahedron parti-

tion) in 3-D. Based on our former work [?], by using

the so-called three-directional coordinates in 2-D and

four-directional coordinates in 3-D, we propose several

conforming elements, such as a bi-linear B-spline ele-

ment in 2-D and incomplete tri-linear B-spline element

in 3-D. Both elements belong to C0 and have so-called
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super-continuous property of C1 around some inner ver-

tex. We also will present some special nonconforming

elements. An edge-oriented hexagonal element in terms

of bivariate quadratic in 2-D and a face-oriented dodec-

ahedron element in terms of incomplete tri-variate cubic

in 3-D are studied. In 2-D case the convergence anal-

ysis is similar to the rotated Q1 quadrilateral element.

To match our analysis some numerical examples will be

given.

This is a joint work with my PhD student Yang Chao.
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A Survey on Domain Decomposition and

Multigrid Methods for Nonlinear Problems

and Variational Inequalities

Xue-Cheng Tai

Mathematics Institue, University of Bergen, Norway

Email:Xue-Cheng.Tai@mi.uib.no

Abstract

Domain decomposition (DD) and multigrid (MG) have

been intensively studied for linear elliptic problems. In

this talk, we will present a general framework, c.f. [3,4],

to extend DD and MG methods to general nonlinear

problems using the ideas of space decomposition and

subspace correction [5].

For variational inequalities like the obstacle prob-

lems, there are some algorithms that can be used for

solving it. However, a regirous convergence proof is still

missing in the literature. In this work, we use the frame-

work of space decomposition and subspace correction to

give some general proofs of convergence for variational

inequalities [1,2]. We use this theory to develope several

domain decomposition and multigrid algorithms for ob-

stacle problems. These algorithms have a convergence

rate independent of the mesh parameters used in finite
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element approximations. The convergence property is

verified theoretically and numerically.

One of the essential difficulties in the convergence

analysis for obstacle problems is the estimate for the

constant appeared in the so-called partition lemma. For

obstacle problems, we need to decompose a given func-

tion into a sum of functions from the subspaces. The

decompositions should satisfy a norm equivalent esti-

mate. In addition, the decomposed functions also need

to satisfy some sub-obstacle constraints. By using a

new nonlinear constrained interpolation operator, we

are able to show that the constant from the partition

lemma is independent of the mesh parameters of finite

element approximations, see [1] for the details.

References:

[1] X.-C. Tai, Rate of convergence for some constraint

decomposition methods for nonlinear variational inequal-

ities, Numer. Math., 2002.

[2] X.-C. Tai, B. Heimsund, and J. Xu, Rate of con-

vergence for parallel subspace correction methods for

nonlinear variational inequalities, in ”Proceedings of the

Thirteenth international conference on domain decom-
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position methods”, 2001, pp. 127–138.

[3] X.-C. Tai and M. Espedal. Rate of convergence of

some space decomposition method for linear and nonlin-

ear elliptic problems. SIAM J. Numer. Anal., 35:1558–

1570, 1998.

[4] X-C. Tai and J.-C. Xu. Global convergence of sub-

space correction methods for convex optimization prob-

lems. Math. Comp., vol. 71, no. 237, pp. 105-124,

May 2001.

[5] J. Xu. Iteration methods by space decomposition

and subspace correction. SIAM Rev., 34:581–613, 1992.
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Moving Mesh Methods for Singular Problems

Using Perturbed Harmonic Mappings

Tao Tang

Department of Mathematics, Hong Kong Baptist University, Hongkong

Email:ttang@hkbu.edu.hk

Abstract

In this talk, we will extend Dvinsky’s method to pro-

vide an efficient and practical moving mesh algorithm

for solving partial differential equations.

The key idea is to construct the harmonic map be-

tween the physical space and a parameter space by an

iteration procedure. Each iteration step is to move the

mesh closer to the harmonic map. This procedure is

simple, easy to program, and also enables us to keep

the map harmonic even after long time of numerical in-

tegration.

We will also discuss a recent work in developing mov-

ing mesh strategies for solving problems defined on a

sphere. To construct mappings between the physical do-

main and the logical domain, it has been demonstrated

that harmonic mapping approaches are useful for a gen-

eral class of solution domains. However, it is known that

the curvature of the sphere is positive, which makes the
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harmonic mapping on a sphere not unique. To fix the

uniqueness issue, we follow Sacks and Uhlenbeck [Ann.

Math., 113, 1-24 (1981)] to use a perturbed harmonic

mapping in mesh generation. A detailed moving mesh

strategy including mesh redistribution and solution up-

dating on a sphere will be presented.

This work is joint with Y. Di, R. Li and P.-W. Zhang

of Peking University.
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An Economical Approach to Implement the

4-dimensional Variational Data Assimilation

Bin Wang

Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Email: wab@lasg.iap.ac.cn

Abstract

Numerical weather prediction (NWP) is one of the

most important tools to predict future states of atmo-

sphere. It is produced by a numerical model starting

from an initial condition (IC) that describes the cur-

rent state of atmosphere. Prior to the prediction, how-

ever, the IC must be provided, which directly influ-

ences the accuracy of NWP. 4-dimensional variational

data assimilation4-14 (4DVar) is one of the most effi-

cient methods to provide optimal IC for NWP, but its

huge computing cost for the nonlinear optimal iteration

based on the adjoint technique greatly limits its wide

applications. Here we propose an economical approach

to implement the 4DVar, using the empirical orthogonal

function (EOF). The proposed approach does not need

to make the nonlinear optimal iteration to get 4DVar

solution, which avoids calculating the gradient of the

4DVar cost function at each step of the iteration using
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the adjoint technique. The easy and fast characteristics

of the approach make it possible to widely use the 4DVar

in operational NWPs in the world, which are prelimi-

narily testified in some ideal tests. We anticipate the

proposed approach to lead wider applications of 4DVar

to many related fields. For example, the efficiency of

the 4DVar with the proposed approach in ocean data

assimilation could be tested. Furthermore, predictions

or simulations based on initial value problems in other

fields in science, engineering and economics might be

also improved if the 4DVar is used for their initializa-

tions.
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Superconvergence for a Stabilized Finite

Element Method for the Stokes Equation by

Using Coarsening Projections

Junping Wang

Division of Mathematical Science, National Science Foundation, USA

Email: jwang@nsf.gov

Abstract

It has been proved that superconvergence can be ob-

tained for Galerkin finite element approximations by

using L2 projection methods over a certain ”coarse”

spaces. This process is essentially based on the well-

known error estimates in negative norms: a high order

of approximation accuracy in negative norms implies

the existence of superconvergent points, curves, even

sub-regions. The power of the L2 projection method is

to make a dynamic use of the existing superconvergent

points/curves/sub-regions without knowing their exact

location. The main objective of this talk is to outline

this basic superconvergent technique and then demon-

strate the difficulty when applied to problems for which

no negative norm error estimates are known. In partic-

ular, a stabilized finite element scheme for the Stokes
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equation shall be studied and a remedy strategy shall

be designed and analyzed.
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New Multigrid Methods and Theories for

H(curl) and H(div) Systems

Jinchao Xu

Mathematics Department, Pennsylvania State University, USA

Email:xu@math.psu.edu

Abstract

In this talk, a unified theory will first be given for

geometric multigrid methods for H(grad), H(curl) and

H(div) systems. Then a new preconditioner will be

given for H(curl) and H(div) systems in terms of pre-

conditioner for H(grad) system. As a result, the edge

element systems for the Maxwell equation and the indef-

inite mixed finite element systems (for, say, the Darcy’s

law) can be solved efficiently in terms of precondition-

ers (such as algebraic multigrid methods) for the well-

studied Poisson (like) equations. Both theory and nu-

merical results will also be given to demonstrate the

extraordinary efficiency and practicality of this new ap-

proach. This talk is based on a joint work with Ralf

Hiptmair.
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Adaptive Finite Element Method for

P-Laplacian Equation

Ningning Yan

Institute of Systems Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Email:ynn@amss.ac.cn

Abstract

In this talk, we discuss the adaptive finite element

method for p-Laplacian equations. It is well known

that p-Laplacian equation is degenerated nonlinear par-

tial differential equation, and it is difficult to obtain the

reliable and efficient a posteriori error estimate by stan-

dard technique. Based on the quasi-norm technique,

we provided the residual type and the recovery type a

posteriori error estimates. The theoretical analysis and

the numerical results demonstrate that the a posteri-

ori error estimates based on the quasi-norm are reliable

and efficient. Moreover, based on the superconvergence

analysis, it is shown that the recovery type a posteriori

error estimate is asymptotically exact under the strong

conditions.
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Domain Decomposition with Nonmatching

Grids for Exterior Transmission Problems via

FEM and DtN Mapping

Dehao Yu

Institute of Computational Mathematics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Email:ydh@lsec.cc.ac.cn

Abstract

In this talk, we are concerned with a non-overlapping

domain decomposition method (DDM) for exterior trans-

mission problems in the plane. Based on the natural

boundary integral operator, we combine the DDM with

a Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) mapping and provide the

numerical analysis with nonmatching grids. The weak

continuity of the approximation solutions on the inter-

face is imposed by a dual basis multiplier. We show

that this multiplier space can generate optimal error

estimate and obtain the corresponding rate of conver-

gence. Finally, several numerical examples confirm the

theoretical results.
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Mathematical Theory of Non-Equilibrium

Green Function in MOSFET

Pingwen Zhang

School of Mathematical Sciences, Peking University, China

Email:pzhang@pku.edu.cn

Abstract

This talk is mainly about mathematical theory of

non-equilibrium Green function(NEGF) which is popu-

larly used in MOSFET(Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field

Effect Transistor) simulation. To do MOSFET simu-

lation, the coupled Poisson equation and Schrödinger

equation have to be calculated self-consistently. For

open systems, it is necessary to confirm the bound-

ary condition for Schrödinger equation. Traditional zero

boundary condition and period boundary condition can

not describe non-equilibrium state. NEGF method pro-

vides a sound conceptual formalism for non-equilibrium

state. The effect of contacts on conductor is considered

by introduced self-energy. Spectral function, density

matrix and current can be expressed by Green function

in a simple form independent of dimension. Firstly, we

gave the different boundary conditions of Green func-

tion for both 1-D and 2-D open systems, also proved the
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equivalence of these boundary conditions. In fact, self-

energy is the artificial boundary condition when Green

function is confined to a finite domain. By analyzing the

boundary condition of open systems Schrödinger equa-

tion, we arrived the conclusion that self-energy came

from the artificial boundary condition of Schrödinger

equation from open systems to finite systems. In succes-

sion, the density matrix is represented by Green func-

tion and wave function respectively. We proved that

Green function method is equal to solve Schrödinger

equation directly in case of ballistic transport. The wave

function expression is more complicated than that of

Green function and is difficult to extend to high dimen-

sion cases. The wave function expression has to con-

sider the dispersion relation of each character. Green

function has the merit on the simple computation for-

malism, while Green function has to cost large compu-

tation. The equivalence of Green function and wave

function hints us to give an improved method to com-

pute the density matrix avoiding to compute the total

Green function. The improved method and NEGF for-

malism is applied to simulate the double gate MOSFET
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in our work.
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